
METRIC DIMENSION OF COMPLETE METRIC SPACES1

GLENN A. BOOKHOUT

1. Introduction and results. For integers raSi3, let (Xn, p) be a

metric space such that

(i) XaE(Kn, p), a compact ra-dimensional metric space;

(ii) Xn = Kn — U4" i Ai, where the A is are mutually disjoint and

closed in K„; and

(iii) p. dim(X„, p) = [ra/2] and dim Xn = n — 1.

(Here p. dim denotes metric dimension, which is defined in the next

section, and dim denotes covering dimension.) K. Sitnikov [8, p. 23]

and K. Nagami and J. H. Roberts [6, p. 426] have constructed such

spaces.

The result of the present paper is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem. For integers n^3, let (Xn, p) be a metric space with prop-

erties (i)-(iii) above. Then there exists a complete metric a on Xn

equivalent to p such that

pdim(Xn,<r)^[n/2] + l.

K. Nagami and J. H. Roberts posed the following question. Is

p. dim(X, d) = dim X for all complete metric spaces (X, d)? In [l,

p.166] Richard E. Hodel posed an analogous question. Is d2(X, d)

= dim X for all complete metric spaces (X, d)? (The metric-de-

pendent dimension function d2 is defined in the next section.) It is

known (see [6, Theorem 4, p. 422]) that d2(X, d) i£ju dim (X, d) for

all metric spaces (X, d). The present theorem gives a negative answer

to these questions, since for «Si5,

p. dim(X„, o-)^[ra/2] + l<ra-l=dimX„.

M. Katetov [4, p. 166] proved that dim X^2 p. dim(A", d) for all

nonempty metric spaces (X, d). In view of this result of Katfitovand

the present theorem, the following problem is suggested.

Problem. For integers raSi3, do there exist complete metric spaces

(Xn, d) with p. dim(X„, d) = [ra/2] and dim Xn = n — 1?
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2. Definitions. In this paper three metric-dependent dimension

functions are considered:

(i) metric dimension, denoted by p. dim;

(ii) di, introduced by K. Nagami and J- H. Roberts in [5, p. 602];

and

(iii) d6, introduced by Richard E. Hodel in [3, p. 83].

Metric dimension, di, and di are functions from the class of all metric

spaces (X, d) into { —1, 0, 1, •••;<» }. Condensed definitions of

these functions restricted to nonempty metric spaces are as follows.

Definition, p. dim (A, d) is the smallest integer n such that for

all e>0 there exists an open cover 11(e) of X with (1) order 11(e)

gw-rT and (2) mesh 1l(e)<e.

Definition. d2(X, d) is the smallest integer n such that given

any n + 1 pairs { d, C[ \ltl of closed sets with d(Cit CI) > 0 for each i,
there exist closed sets {Ai}"^1 such that

(i)    Bi separates C, and C/ in X for each i and

(ii) i)tlBi = 0.
Definition. db(X, d) is the smallest integer n such that given any

countable number of pairs { C,, C,' }<" x of closed sets with d(Ct, Ci)^8

for each i for some 5>0, there exist closed sets {A.jj™ x such that

(i) B{ separates d and C[ in X for each i and

(ii) order {A,-} £ t g w.

3. Proof of the theorem.

3.1. Reducing the problem. Fix an integer w=-3. Let (Xn, p) be

a metric space with properties (i)-(iii) above. We may assume that

every At is nonempty. Define

1
fi(x) = —-— i        (x E A„ - Ai, i =■ 1);

p(x, At)

I h(x) - fi(y) |
cti(x, y) = 2~»- ,        -——j-,     (x, y £ A„ - At, i ^ 1);

1 + | /,0k) - Uiy) |
00

<j(x, y) = p(x, y) + E mix, y),        (x, y E X„).
•-i

It is known (see  [2, Theorem 2-76, p. 85]) that a is a complete

metric on Xn equivalent to p.

We shall prove that p, dim(An, a) ^ [m/2] + 1. It is proved in [3,

p. 85] that db(X, d)=p dim (A, d) for all separable metric spaces

(X, d). Now Xn is separable, so it suffices to prove that dt(Xn, a)

^ [k/2] + 1. Let { d, CI }(°ibea countable number of pairs of closed
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sets in Xn with a(d, C/)Sie for each i for some e>0. We want to

show that there exist closed sets  {5,}«°.i in Xn such that

(i) Bi separates C,- and C/ in Xn for each i and

(ii) order {Bt\T.i^[n/2\ + \.
Since ^"1 «.- converges uniformly in X„, there exists an integer

A^>1 such thatXX#+1 a,(x, y)<e/2 for all x, yEXn. Define

o-N(x, y) = P(x, y) + zZ «.(*> y),     (*> y £ x„)■
•=1

N

A = U Ai.
1=1

Then clearly aN is a metric on X„ equivalent to p. Also, since

a(d, C/)Sie for all i, it follows that

(1) a"(d, Ci) Si —    for all*.

3.2. Definitions. Define

5 = min{p(Ai,Ai):i,jE {l,2, ■ ■ ■ , N},i y± j],

(5       « eS2       )
y = min <—■ > —■, -■—> .

I 4      6     24(iV - 1)/

3.3. Assertion 1. For all numbers a such that 0<agS/4, there

exists an e(a)>0 such that p(C<, Ci) Si 7 in S(<e(a)) (= {xEKn'.a— e(a)

<p(x, A)<a+e(a)}) for *2»1.

Proof. Fix a such that 0<a^5/4. Choose e(a)>0 such that

e(a) < min {a/2, €a2/48}. Suppose there exists an integer iSil such

that p(Ci, Ci)<y in S(e(a)). Then there exist points x£C,- and

yECi such that {x, y} ES(e(a)) and p(x, y)<y. From the definition

of 7 and the choice of e(a), it follows that p(x, y) <5/4, p(x, 4) <35/8,

and p(y, A)K3h/%. Therefore by the definition of 5, there exists an

integer &£{l, 2, • • • , N} such that p(x, Ak)<3b/% and p(y, Ak)

<35/8. Thus for *£{l, 2, • • • , N} and tVife, p(x, Ai)>b/2 and
p(y, yl»)>5/2. It follows that a— e(a)<p(x, Ak)<a+e(a) and a— e(a)

<p(y, Ak)<a+e(a). Hence |p(x, Ak)—p(y, Ak)\<2e(a). Finally,

p(x, Ak)>a/2 and p(y, Ak)>a/2. From the definitions of aN and 7

and the inequalities above, it follows that
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<rN(x,y)^p(x,y)+j: \fi(x)-fi(y)\
i=i

*    \P(x,Ai) - p(y,Ai)\
^ p(x, y)+ L,-——————

.=i       p(x, Ai)-p(y, Ai)

^   ,      .   ,   <£, P(x, y) I p(x, Ak) - p(y, Ak) |
= p(x> y) + 2-i-1-

<=i   p(x, Ai) -p(y, Ai) p(x, Ak)-p(y, Ak)

(A - l)7   ,    2e(a)
< 7 H-

S2/4 a2/4

< e/6 + e/6 + e/6 = e/2,

contradicting (1).

3.4. Construction of &,-, C'tj. Now (i) {S(e(a)):0<a^8/4} is

a collection of open sets in K„ covering {x£A„:0<p(x, A)^8/i}

and (ii) {x£A„:8/(4-2'") gp(x, A) ^5/(4-2^1)} is compact for j^l.

Using (i) and (ii), it is easy to prove that there exist a sequence

{ayjjli of positive numbers ^8/4 such that

(a) U"_, S(e(a})) covers   {x£An:0<p(x, .4)^8/4}  and

(b) the sequence {flj}/li converges to 0.

We can choose a sequence {5y} /I i of distinct positive numbers such

that Si = 8/4, {5j}/lx is a strictly decreasing sequence converging to

0, and for each j ^ 2 there exists an integer k ~ 1 such that

(2) ak — t(ak) < 8j+i < 6y_i < ak + e(ak).

Now we define distinct positive numbers {Sy}^.! as follows. Fix

j=l. Define 8iy = 8y. For i>l choose the 8,/s to be distinct numbers

strictly between Sy and 8,-+i.

Now define

En = [xE Xn: p(x, A) = dn},        (i =■ 1);

Eij = {x E Xn: 8ij = P(x, A) ^ 5,-,,_i},        (i=l,j> 1);

Cij = CiC\ Eij,       dj = CiC\ Eij,        (i,j ^ 1).

3.5. Assertion 2. There exists a r>0 such that p(Cij, Cif)=T for

*\j=l.
Proof. Define r = min {7, eS^A}.

Case  1. j=l.  Suppose there exists an   integer i2:l   such  that
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p(C,i, C/i)<t. Let x£C,i and yEC'n be such that p(x, y) <t. Note

thatp(x, A)>82 and p(y, A)>82, since {x, y}EEn- Hence

*    I P(x, Ai) - p(y, Ai) I
*»(x, y) ^ P(x, y) + JZ   '     /     ,, '        '

,_i       p(x, Ai)-p(y, Ai)

JL. p(x, y)

= p(«,y) + Z   .    .\'y    ..,=i p(x, 4,-)-p(y, ^»)

< r + AV/fi*

< e/4 + e/4 = e/2,

a contradiction to (1).

Case 2. j> 1. Fix *Si 1 and j> 1. Now by the definition of £,y and

by (2),

Etj C{xEXn: Sj+i ^p(x,A)^ 8j-i}

C S (a(a))

for some a such that 0<a^5/4. Therefore by the definitions of C,y

and Cy and Assertion 1, p(dj, Cy) Si7Sir.

3.6. Lemma [7]. Lei X be a topological space, let C and C be disjoint

closed sets in X, and let {Dj }JL0 be an open cover of X such that D0 = 0

and DjEDj+ifor all j^ 1. Suppose there exist closed sets {Bj}f= x in X

such that BjEDj — Dj-iforj^l and Bj separates CC\(Dj — Dj-i) and

C'C\(Dj — Dj-i) in Dj — Dj-iforj^l. Then there exists a closed set B

in X such that B separates C and C in X and -BCUJli (Bj<J(Dj—Dj)).

3.7. Conclusion of the proof of the theorem. By Assertion 2

and the equality d$(Xn, p) = [w/2], there exist closed sets {B'i]}™1=i

in Xn such that B'iS separates Cy and C'tJ in Xn tor i, j Si 1 and order

{B'{J}rj.i^[n/2]. For iSil define Dto = 0.JFor i, jSil define Dti
= {xEXn:p(x, A)>8ij} and Bij = B'1ir\(Dij—Di,j-i), where for

every i andj the closure of D(j is taken with respect to Xn. Then clearly

Bij separates C, and Ci in Dij—Dij-i for i,j^ 1 and

(3) order{#<,-}"/-1 g [ra/2].

Now fix iSil. Clearly Xn, Ci, CI, {-t\y}j°l0> and {Bij}]°,i satisfy

the conditions of the lemma. Therefore there exists a closed set Bt

in Xn such that Bi separates d and CI in J„ and

00

BtC U   (BijUCDij-Dij)).
;'-i
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But forj'^1,

Dij - DijC{xE Xn: P(x, A) = hi,}.

Hence

CO

Bi C U   (Bij W {x E Xn: p(x, A) = 5y}).
3=1

Therefore, by (3) and the fact that the 8,/s are distinct for ij—^l,

we have that order {Ai}41 x^ [w/2] + l, and the proof is complete.
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